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IBM Process Mining uses business system data to give you insights on how your processes are performing and how to optimize them to 
achieve greater ROI by eliminating inefficiencies and identifying improvement opportunities, like automation. With a trade-up to include 
IBM Process Mining, you get end-to-end process visibility to augment the work you do in IBM Blueworks Live for faster process improvements 
that guarantee ROI. Here are five reasons to make the move.

Design optimal processes  
with simulation

Use a design thinking approach to
model new processes. Import models
from IBM Blueworks Live into the IBM
Process Mining simulation tool to test
projected performance and expected
ROI outcomes. Modify your models
based on the simulated results to
guarantee your new processes will be
efficient from the moment you
implement them into your operations.

Validate your processes

Understand if your process
documentation captures how your
processes are really performing.
Compare IBM Blueworks Live process
models with process flows modeled
from system data in IBM Process
Mining for accurate, objective analysis.
Conduct regular audits and check the
compliance of your activities to quickly
uncover risks and increase process
governance.

Test change initiatives  
before implementation

Test process improvements on your
existing IBM Blueworks Live models.
Change your models based on process
scenarios that eliminate process gaps,
increase future performance, hit KPIs,
and boost ROI with confidence that
your changes will improve customer
experience without negatively
impacting the process downstream  
or the stakeholders involved.

Get process updates to protect  
the business against threats

Keep your process models up to date
with your most recent data to reflect
current process performance.  
You and your team can carry out  
regular analyses on your IBM Blueworks  
Live process models and react quickly  
to unexpected process behavior,  
like bottlenecks and deviations.
Continuously monitor your processes
and attain operational alignment  
across the entire business.

Discover the best performers  
in your process

Analyze process deviations and uncover  
why processes follow a specific path.  
Find which process paths give you the  
best time and costs. Then, enhance your 
existing process models in IBM Blueworks  
Live to incorporate changes for process 
improvement.

Take advantage of these process mining 
capabilities to improve processes more 
effectively across your organization.
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